
AN OPEN QUEUEING NETWORKWITH PARTLY NON-ACTIVECUSTOMERS.J. Bojarovih�, Yu. MalinkovskyGomel State University named after SkorinaGomel, Belarus� juls1982�list.ruAn open queueing network with partly non-ative ustomers is onsidered. Non-ative ustomers are in a system queue and do not get servie. Customers may turnfrom non-ative ondition into ondition, when they may get their servie and vie versa.The form of stationary distribution and riterion of stationary distribution existeneare obtained.Keywords: partly non-ative ustomers, reversibility, ergodiity, tra� equations,stationary distribution. 1. INTRODUCTIONNowadays queueing networks with partly non-ative ustomers beome atual to amarked degree. Non-ative ustomers are in a system queue and do not get servie. Re-sults for queueing networks with partly non-ative ustomers may be used for epidemiprogress analyzing and prognosis.In paper [1℄ G. Tsitsiashvili and M. Osipova observed an open queueing networkwith non-ative ustomers and established the form of stationary distribution.This paper generalizes results for network from [1℄. We onsider network, whereustomers may partly loose their apaity for servie. Customers may turn from non-ative ondition into ondition, when they may get their servie and vie versa. Weresearhed the form of stationary distribution and established the riterion of stationarydistribution existene. 2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTIONConsider isolated system. Positive and negative ustomers arrive at the systemaording to a Poisson proesses at rates � and �� aordingly. When arriving atsystem positive ustomer queues up and needs servie. A negative ustomer indues apositive ustomer, if any, to leave the system immediately. A negative ustomer doesnot produe any ation if there are no positive ustomers at the system. There is inputPoisson �ow of non-ative ustomers at rate �. Non-ative ustomers queues up andan not get servie. There are three input Poisson �ows of signals at rates �,  and'. When arriving at the system the signal at rate � indues an ordinary ustomer, if34



any, to beome non-ative. When arriving at the system the signal at rate ' indues anon-ative ustomer, if any, to beome an ordinary. A signal at rate  indues a non-ative ustomer, if any, to leave the system immediately. Signals do not need servie.The servie time has exponential distribution with the parameter �.Let n(t) and n0(t) are numbers of ordinary and non-ative ustomers at the systemat time t aordingly. X(t) = (n(t); n0(t)) is a ontinuous-time Marov hain with aspae of states X = f(n; n0); n; n0 = 0; 1; : : :g.Under the ondition of stationary distribution existene stationary probabilities�(n; n0) satisfy global balane equations:1) n = 0; n0 = 0:(�+ �)�(n; n0) = (�+ ��)�(n+ 1; n0) +  �(n; n0 + 1) ;2) n > 0; n0 = 0:(�+ �+ �� + � + �)�(n; n0) = ��(n� 1; n0) + (�+ ��)�(n+ 1; n0)++'�(n� 1; n0 + 1) +  �(n; n0 + 1) ;3) n = 0; n0 > 0:(�+ '+ � +  )�(n; n0) = (�+ ��)�(n+ 1; n0) + ��(n + 1; n0 � 1)++��(n; n0 � 1) +  �(n; n0 + 1) ;4) n > 0; n0 > 0:(�+ �+ �� + � + '+ � +  )�(n; n0) = ��(n� 1; n0) + (�+ ��)�(n+ 1; n0)++��(n + 1; n0 � 1) + '�(n� 1; n0 + 1) + ��(n; n0 � 1) +  �(n; n0 + 1) ;Lemma. Condition of reversibility is:�� = �(�+ ��)':Theorem 1. If inequalities � < �+ ��; � <  ;hold, hene Marov proess X(t) is ergodi. And under the ondition of reversibilityX(t) has stationary distribution:�(n; n0) = �1� ��+ ����1� � �� ��+ ���n� � �n0 :
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3. NETWORK DESCRIPTIONConsider open queueing network with set of systems J = f1; 2; : : : ; Ng. Positiveand negative ustomers arrive at the network aording to a Poisson proesses at rates�i and ��i aordingly, i 2 J . Non-ative ustomers arrive at the network aording toa Poisson proesses at rates �i, i 2 J . Non-ative ustomers queue up to orrespondingsystem and an not get servie. There are input Poisson �ows of signals at rates �i, 'iè  i, i 2 J . When arriving at the system i 2 J the signal at rate �i indues an ordinaryustomer at system, if any, to beome non-ative. When arriving at the system i 2 Jthe signal at rate 'i indues an non-ative ustomer, if any, to beome an ordinary.A signal at rate  i indues an non-ative ustomer, if any, to leave the system i 2 Jimmediately. Signals do not need servie. Servie times are independent exponentiallydistributed random values with parameters �i; i 2 J .After �nishing of servie proess at system i 2 J ustomer is routed to systemj 2 J with the probability pi;j as a positive ustomer, with the probability p�i;j asa negative ustomer, with the probability qi;j as a non-ative ustomer and with theprobability pi;0 is removed from network (PNj=1(pi;j + p�i;j + qi;j) + pi;0 = 1), i 2 J . Letpi;i = p�i;i = qi;i = 0, i 2 J .Let ni(t); n0i(t) are numbers of ordinary and non-ative ustomers at system i 2 J attime t. Consider X(t) = �(n1(t); n01(t)); : : : ; (nN(t); n0N(t))�. X(t) is a ontinuous-timeMarkov hain.A tra� equations system is:"i = �i + NXj=1 "j"�j + �j pj;i;"�i = ��i + NXj=1 "j"�j + �j p�j;i;!i = �i + NXj=1 "j"�j + �j qj;i; i 2 J:One an prove that under ertain onditions tra� equations system has unique non-trivial solution.Under the ondition of stationary distribution existene stationary probabilities�(n; n0) (n = (n1; : : : ; nN ); n0 = (n01; : : : ; n0N)) satisfy global balane equations:�(n; n0)hXi2J ��i + �iIni 6=0 + ��i Ini 6=0 + �iIni 6=0++'iIn0i 6=0 + �i +  iIn0i 6=0�i ==Xi2J h�(n� ei; n0)�iIni 6=0 + �(n+ ei; n0)�ipi;0 + �(n+ ei; n0)��i +36
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